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 A bus terminal for local buses to 

arrive and depart will be newly 

established within the facility. New 

and additional bus routes (four routes) 

are planned to connect the main bases 

of JR Hakata Station, Nishitetsu 

Ohashi Station, JR Takeshita Station 

and Fukuoka Airport.   

The new bus terminal and bus routes 

will enhance transportation access 

from all directions, including the 

surrounding area as well as for railroad 

and airport users. 

 

A Charichari bicycle sharing port will be set up within the facility for the purposes of 
considering the traffic environment and improving movement in the surrounding area. 
Charichari is a bicycle sharing service that anybody can easily use anytime. 

Bus terminal 

Introduction of Charichari bicycle sharing 

5. Initiatives to Enhance Convenience

Enhanced transport network (bus terminal, bus routes newly established) 

JR Hakata Station 
Bus route to LaLaport FUKUOKA 

Approx. 20 minutes 

JR Takeshita Station 
To LaLaport FUKUOKA 

Approx. 9 minutes on foot  

Approx. 4 minutes  

with new bus route (direct)  

JR Minami Fukuoka 

Station 

Nishitetsu Fukuoka 
(Tenjin) Station  

Nishitetsu Ohashi Station 
Approx. 10 minutes 

with new direct bus route 

Nishitetsu 
Zasshonokuma Station  

Fukuoka Airport Domestic Terminal 
New bus route (direct) to LaLaport FUKUOKA 

Approx. 25 minutes 

Fukuoka Airport International 

Terminal  
New bus route (direct) to LaLaport FUKUOKA 

Approx. 15 minutes  

Fukuoka 

Airport  

JR Hakata Station  

↕ 

JR Takeshita Station  

Approx. 3 minutes (1 stop) 
Nishitetsu Fukuoka (Tenjin) Station 

↕ 

Nishitetsu Ohashi Station  

Approx. 4–7 minutes (4 stops)  
Mitsui Shopping Park 

* Applications for the abovementioned bus routes are currently being made.

Bus to 

Zasshonokuma  

New bus terminal 
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This facility will proactively engage in providing high-quality education through the likes of KidZania Fukuoka, the 
FUKUOKA TOY MUSEUM, MIFA SOCCER SCHOOL and Fukuoka SoftBank HAWKS Honeys Dance Academy 
for Kids, and aims to be an outstanding retail facility for child-raising generations. 

<Examples of Initiatives> 

・Peace of mind for changing diapers and feeding
Restrooms that can accommodate strollers, feeding rooms, and 
diaper-changing spaces will be available. 

・Relaxed meals with children
Food courts with kids’ areas will enable parents to enjoy eating 
without worrying about troubling others. 

・ Holding events for the whole family
A range of events that families can enjoy together will be held.

・Lots of places for kids to play
There will be lots of spaces for children to play, such as Oval Park 
with its play equipment and popjet fountain; Sports Park’s artificial 
turf area where people can exercise, lie down or spend time as they 
wish; and Kids’ Park adjoining the food court and restaurant zone.  

 
 The facility will introduce the OiTr service, which keeps women’s restrooms in 

approximately 110 places stocked with free sanitary pads. This service can be used 

to alleviate the various burdens that accompany customers’ menstruation and enable 

more enjoyable use of the facility with peace of mind. 

* Limits may apply at some facilities in conjunction with operating conditions

as a measure against spreading infection.

 

This facility is forecast to newly employ over 3,000 people at the time of opening. It aims to realize comfortable 
workplace environments and raise employee satisfaction. 

Well-equipped employee lounges  

 Employee lounges will be set up in seven locations in the 

building: one each on 1F, 2F and 4F and four on 3F. 

Meticulous attention has been paid to function and design 

to ensure employees can rest soundly, and there is also a 

convenience store for employees that can be easily used. 

In addition, partitions will be set up as one of the measures 

against spreading COVID-19. 

⚫ Functions for employees
Partitioned counter seats, sofa area for napping, free Wi-Fi,

power outlets to charge mobile phones or PCs, changing

rooms, wash basin for brushing teeth, smoking room, meeting

booths, employee convenience store, etc.

Thermometers will be set 
up at employee entrances 

Humidifiers will be 
installed 

Partitions will be 
set up 

Keep distance, minimize conversation 
noise  

Do not linger for a long time 

Measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in employee lounges 

Initiatives to support child-raising generations 

Introduction of OiTr, a service providing free sanitary pads 

Creating comfortable workplace environments 

Diaper-changing space 

Feeding room 

Dispenser/digital signage 

Employee lounge 
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Matching job-seekers with stores looking for workers 

⚫ Use Timee spot worker service, support flexible work styles

The Timee app will be used to match people who want to work immediately in part-time jobs for as little as one hour
in their free time with stores that need workers immediately without interviews or registration meetings. 

⚫ Support for employee recruitment for tenant stores, holding of combined interview events and
explanation briefings

To support employment opportunities at the stores, the LaLaport FUKUOKA Employment Center (Subcontractor:
AIDEM Inc.) will be set up and hold combined interview events and explanation briefings in succession. 

Future combined interview events and explanation briefings are scheduled as follows. 

* Held by the LaLaport FUKUOKA Employment Center

* For the latest details, please refer to the website.

* Currently scheduled combined interview events and explanation briefings are subject to cancellation or change.

Month March April 

Day Friday, March 11 Friday, March 18 Friday, April 8 

Time 12:00–17:00 12:00–17:00 12:00–17:00 

Venue 
Fukuoka Fashion Building Hall 7F No. 1 Hall  

(2-10-19 Hakata Ekimae, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka City) 


